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Complon Mackenzie writes :
"A   Biography   of Simon  Fraser, Fourteenth  Lord  Lovat   and
Chief of the great Clan Fraser, was wanted if only to record the
public service of a man whose life was a pre-eminent example of
public service.    Yet the public life of Simon Lovat, who died in the prime
of his in felled ml energy and at the top of his rich experience of men and
ffffitirs, was but an amplification of his own personality.   He was a
gnat Cathplic noUewan.   He was the Chief of a renowned Clan.   He
was one of the largest landowners in the country.   He was a leader of
men? a fine soldier,, an enthusiastic sportsman^ a supreme shot, a genial
host., a wise administrator, an imaginative man of business : but beyond
tvury thing he was a perfect friend, and none has confirmed more surely
Seneca9 s dictum that friendship is ever serviceable.    Whether it was
Simon 1j)vafs genius for friendship which gave him perpetual youth or
the other way round might be hard to say.    Certainly both were his with
a fullness that is seldom granted.   Panegyric is frowned upon by the
fashionable wood ; but the life of a Christian gentleman who has taken
his place with the great Christian gentlemen of the past will be wekome
to a multitude of readers not yet ashamed to admire in a man the virtues
that Shakespeare admired and celebrated in immortal verse"
by	Illustrated* i%s.
THE RT. HON. SIR FRANCIS LINDLEY, g.c.m.g., c>b., c.b.e.
Nikolaus II
VVfjthout a doubt this is one of the most exhaustive biographies of
that lovable^ weak, and unhappy figure—the last of the C^ars.
Written in that strong and vivid style so reminiscent of the bio-
grapher Alfred Neumann^ the author presents a complete and sympa-
thetic picture of the irresolute monarch with his leaning towards fatalistic
mysticism, his childish vanity > curiously coupled with an inferiority
complex and his sudden panics.	Illustrated, i8x.
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